WHAT IS PLOT?

PLOT IN ACTION!
The basic structure of plot and the three-act framework are so universal that
it is embedded in our DNA
Giving the character
(We’re born, we live, we
die.) We accept the three- what he longs for (or
act structure because it believes that he longs
echoes the structure of our for) early in the story
is a way to promise
days: We rise (to an advenreaders that things
ture), work (through our
are going to go very
problems), and we return
wrong very soon.
(to somewhat of a normal
~ STEVEN JAMES
home).
Act One: Familiar Surroundings Falling Apart
Every story opens with the introduction of your main
character. Here the reader must have a clear sense of
what the story is about. What is its tone, promise, the
problem for its main characters, and the types of characters we will meet? Blake Snyder, author of Save the
Cat, writes: “The Hero has to do something when we
meet him so that we like him and want him to win.”
This single enduring quality will bond your readers to
your main character.
Though problems exist for your main character,
your Lead will remain in his/her normal world unless and until something throws everything off balance. This is your Lead’s “inciting incident.” This great
disturbance shifts your Lead’s life in a new direction.
Many times your Lead will resist this call to action
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(presenting the seeds of inner conflict). In this debate section, your Lead must wrestle with a question.
Here you will hint at the sacrifice to be made later.
An additional element (prize or punishment) will be
added to the mix and finally your Lead will accept
the challenge and depart. Thus Act One will move
from:
• Introduction
• Inciting Incident/Great Disturbance
• Call to Action / Denial of Call / Acceptance of
Call to Action
• Identification of Your Lead’s Goal
• Advance
The curtain comes down, marking the end of the
first act. In order to move
To initiate your story,
your Lead from Act One
your protagonist
into Act Two, he/she
will either (1) lose
must pass through what
something vital and
James Scott Bell calls a
try to regain it, (2) see
“one way door.” If your
something desirable
lead can return to his/her
previous life, then he/she
and try to obtain
hasn’t jettisoned his/her
it, or (3) experience
old life for the new.
something traumatic
and try to overcome it.
Act Two: Problems,
~ STEVEN JAMES
People, and Growth
Act Two reveals your Lead’s emotional journey as he/
she overcomes obstacles. As the hurdles become more
frequent and larger, you raise the stakes for your Lead.
Both inner and outer struggles will mark your Lead’s
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journey as they move toward what appears to be certain defeat. Include both reversals of fortune and unexpected blessings to give your reader both a sense of
hope and dread.
Early in Act Two, change your Lead’s status. Depending on your Lead’s “normal” life, remove or increase
your Lead’s power, position, and prestige. Oftentimes
your character becomes the opposite of what he was
in Act One. Think Harry Potter. At the beginning of
each book, Harry is in Muggleland, without power,
prominence, or freedom. In Act Two (at Hogwarts),
Harry finds himself powerful, revered, and favored by
the faculty.
Act Two will consume the major part of your story. Often called the “muddle,” the bulk of your action
takes place here. Regardless of whether the conflict
is internal or external, your lead must face a series of
confrontations, both small and large, between him/
her and the opposition. Act Two moves from:
• Small Hurdles
• Status Change
• Fun & Games
• Large Hurdles, Death, Danger, & Conflict
• Black Moment
• Glimmer of Hope
Act Two is an inverted mirror of your Lead’s normal world in Act One. Here, the characters from Act
One appear as enlarged or diminished personalities.
For example, in the Harry Potter stories, the character of Dudley Dursley (Harry’s antagonistic, spoiled,
and bungling stepbrother) appears in Act Two as the
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antagonistic, spoiled, and
powerful Draco Malfoy. (They
even share the same first letter in their first name.) The
first half of Act Two is the
fun and games portion of the
story. This often coincides
with your character’s “status
change.” (Again, the idea of
“status change” is to flip your
Lead’s position, power, or
prestige. If they’re rich in Act
One, they become poor in Act
Two. Single in Act One? In
love in Act Two. Unemployed
in Act One? CEO of the company in Act Two.) Here in the
fun and games scenes, your
main characters bond, travel,
explore, and learn about each
other. Often the tone is light
and painted in rich colors.
Midway through Act Two
~ STEVEN JAMES
your Lead will reach a high or
low point reflecting a turn in
his/her journey. The midpoint is never as good as it
seems or as bad as we fear, but it does mark “halftime”
for your Lead’s journey. Now the stakes are raised.The
bad guys become worse. The danger increases. There
is a hint of death and your Lead faces conflict at every
turn. Each scene brings him/her closer to the “black
Three types of
struggles all
interweave
in stories and
create diﬀerent
types of reader
engagement
and reaction:
internal struggles
(a question
that needs to
be answered),
external struggles
(a problem
that needs to
be solved), and
interpersonal
struggles
(relationships that
need to be started
or restored)
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moment”—the instance
The heart of a story is
where all appears lost.
tension, desire, crisis,
To move from Act Two
escalation, struggle,
to Act Three, your lead
discovery, and
must reach a breaking
transformation.
point. This is your Lead’s
~ STEVEN JAMES
moment of crisis: his/her
crucifixion. Here the story
will demand that a principle or person be sacrificed
for the good of the goal. This is the point where your
Hero’s old world and old way of thinking die to the
“new normal.” With nothing left to lose, your Lead is
willing to risk everything for one last shot at reaching
the goal. Once committed, your Lead can’t go back.
He/she rushes through another one-way door.
But before you rush into Act Three, ask: Where
is my tender romance scene? Where is my sacrifice
scene? Where is my Lead’s disappointment scene?
Where is my scary scene? Where is my funny scene? If
you cannot find these scenes in your story, make a note
to go back and add them later. These scenes will add
richness and texture to your story.
Act Three
Thrust into another new world, your Lead faces his/
her greatest fear: the one thing they hoped would never
happen. This shift in direction is the second great transition. Any form of transpiration will work. The idea
is to allow your reader to see your character moving
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toward the final confrontation. Thus, in Act Three your
Lead will experience:
• Transition
• Walk to the Cross
• Win or Lose
• Climax
A mode of transportation will deposit your Lead
at the edge of their internal and external battlefield.
From here they will walk to his/her cross with the
outcome of their journey in question. Upon reaching
the summit, your Lead will face his/her final confrontation. He/she will either reach the goal or fail miserably. After the dust settles, tie up the loose ends. The
ending of your novel will tell the reader how to feel
and what to think about the events that just happened.

EXAMPLE OF PLOT IN ACTION
Act One
Introduction: The youngest son of a wealthy man
feels oppressed by his overbearing older brother.
Inciting Incident/Great Disturbance: On his
twenty-first birthday he visits the bank and withdraws
all the money from his trust fund.
Call to Action: Sensing a chance to break away from
his father and the family business, the boy decides to
leave home.
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Identification of Your Lead’s Goal: Packing his
bags, he plots his new life.
Advance: The boy sets out for Las Vegas.
Act Two
Fun & Games. The boy runs with a fast crowd.
Small Hurdles. He soon loses all his money to gambling, women, drugs, and drink.
Status Change. Out of money and on the street, the
son of a wealthy father finds himself bankrupt, friendless, and homeless.
Large Hurdles, Death, Danger, & Conflict. Destitute, lacking skills and street smarts, the young man
applies for any job he can, but is turned away each time.
(If this sounds like your life as a writer, keep reading!)
Black Moment. The boy settles for the lowest job in
the city—scrubbing toilets in the MGM casino.
Glimmer of Hope: Having hit bottom, the young
man decides to go home. Maybe he can get a job working in his dad’s warehouse.
Act Three
Transition. The scene opens with your Lead stepping
from the rig of an eighteen-wheeler.
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Walk to the Cross. As the truck pulls away, your
Lead starts up a darkened road.
Win or Lose. An expensive car speeds past. Moments
later, brake lights flash; the car stops.
Climax. The boy sees his father exiting the car. They
make eye contact. His father reaches for the door handle
as if to get back in the car and then…grabbing his jacket
from the front seat…the father runs to the young man.
They hug. The father puts his coat on his son.
Tie up loose ends. The father tells his son to wash
up; they’re going to the club to celebrate. But the older son refuses to join them. Over dinner the younger
son is given a high position in his dad’s company while
the older son sits home fuming, thus presenting the
conflict for the sequel.
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